
Commentary on candidate 3 

The evidence for this candidate has achieved the following marks for each section of this 
assignment. 

To what extent was women’s contribution to war work the reason for them gaining the 

vote in 1918?  

Introduction 

 First two sentences places the issue in its historical context up to ‘…fighting for it with 

such determination.’ 

 Next sentence introduces war work up to ‘…work that they did for their country.’ 

 Last sentence identifies relevant factors up to the end of the paragraph ‘…the 

Suffragettes and the Suffragists.’ 

Paragraph 1 – Women’s war work 

 First sentence of the paragraph evaluates the overall impact of the factor arguing that 

women’s war work was important in gaining the vote up to ‘…the vote was women’s war 

work.’   

 Evidence of information from source referred to credited in the next sentence for 

Edith Girvan quote up to ‘…right to serve.’ 

 No credit for the next sentence as it repeats the argument in the previous reference 

 Knowledge used in support of the factor credited for next sentence on war work that 

women took part in up to ‘… on buses and trams, as typists and secretaries’ 

 A developed knowledge point used in support of the factor credited for the rest of 

the sentence up to ‘…a further 800,000 working in munitions Industries.’ 

 The last sentence of the paragraph analyses the impact of the factor arguing that 

women were capable and responsible up to ‘…to win their right to vote.’ 

Paragraph 2 – The Suffragettes 

 First sentence of the paragraph evaluates the overall impact of the factor arguing that 

the Suffragettes were important in gaining the vote up to ‘…was the work of the 

Suffragettes.’ Balance (1) credited by introducing a new factor. 

 Next sentence given no credit as it just introduces the Suffragettes. 

 Knowledge used in support of the factor credited for next sentence on the tactics of 

the Suffragettes up to ‘…and shouting in Parliament.’ 

 Next sentence analyses the impact of the factor arguing that the tactics were effective 

up to ‘…noticed by more people.’ 

 Evidence of information from source referred to for John Kerr’s quote up to ‘…were 

arrested and put in prison.’ 

 No credit given for the last sentence as it does not address the question. 

Paragraph 3 – The Suffragists 

 First sentence of the paragraph evaluates the overall impact of the factor arguing that 

the importance of the Suffragists up to ‘…work of the Suffragettes.’  Balance (2) credited 

for introducing another factor. 
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 No credit for the next sentence as it is vague. 

 No credit for the next sentence which simply introduces the Suffragists. 

 Knowledge used in support of the factor credited for next sentence on the formation 

of the Suffragettes up to ‘…hold discussions and public meetings.’ 

 Next sentence analyses the influence of the factor arguing that this was a more 

successful approach up to ‘…the people that mattered.’ 

 No credit given for the last sentence which is inaccurate. 

Paragraph 4 – Suffragettes 

 This is the same factor as paragraph 1 so no evaluation credit or balance awarded in first 

sentence. 

 The next sentence has evidence of information from source referred to for the 

Changing Life in Scotland and Britain quote up to ‘…with many following soon after.’ 

 Knowledge used in support of the factor credited for next sentence on hunger strikes 

creating martyrs up to ‘…the government started force-feeding.’ 

 The rest of the sentence analyses the impact of the factor, however, analysis credit 

has been received in paragraph 1. 

 Knowledge used in support of the factor credited for next sentence on the Temporary 

Discharge Act up to ‘…regain their strength and re-arrested.’ 

 The next sentence analyses the impact of the factor, however, analysis credit has 

been received in paragraph 1. 

 The last sentence of the paragraph analyses the impact of the factor, however, 

analysis credit for this factor has been credited in paragraph 1. 

Conclusion 

 The first 2 sentences make a relative judgement on the factors in response to the 

question or issue comparing the value of women’s war work compared to the 

contribution of the Suffragettes and the Suffragists up to ‘…in the journey to winning the 

right.’ 

 The last 2 sentences are supporting a conclusion with a reason up to the end of the 

paragraph ‘…we are worthy and just as capable as you.’ 

Section Marks Comments 

Introduction 2 marks The question or issue is placed in 
its historical context and relevant 
factors identified. 

Sources 2 marks Evidence of information having 
been collected from at least two 
sources (which have been referred 
to clearly and directly). 

Knowledge 4 marks Four points of knowledge used. 

Analysing 3 marks Three relevant factors are identified 
and explained. 

Evaluating 3 marks Evaluative comment is made on 
three factors. 

Organisation 2 marks There is a more balanced response 
including at least three relevant 
factors (or two factors with some 
balance within one factor). 

Conclusion 2 marks There is a relevant conclusion 
which makes a relative judgement 
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on the factors in response to the 
question or issue. 

Supporting 1 mark The judgement is supported with at 
least one reason clearly related to 
the evidence presented. 

Total 19/20 marks 
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